SAFETY PROTOCOL

Below you will find a list of measures that the LRGVDC Regional Police Academy will adhere to in its effort to resume in-class TCOLE continuing education courses:

1. Classroom enrollment will be limited to twenty (20) student participants.

2. Tables, chairs, and areas commonly used during training sessions will be properly disinfected before and after every use.

3. Seating arrangements will conform to the social distancing guidelines of six feet among students in all directions.

4. Daily assessments for fever and symptoms of COVID-19 will be conducted by the Training Instructor or his designee prior to the beginning of class instruction and upon return from lunch periods. Temperature checks will be conducted using a non-contact thermometer.

5. Face masks will always be mandated during class instruction for all participants.

7. Hand Sanitizer will be readily available for all participants and staff.

8. Any student participant with symptoms of COVID-19 will immediately be removed from class and their respective department will be notified.

9. Students/Participants will be asked to refrain from personal contact such as handshakes, hugs etc. while in the training area or common areas.

(NOTE: The classroom will be sanitized on a regular basis throughout the day, if you are allergic to Bleach, Lysol, or other disinfecting agents please be advised these chemicals and other common household cleaning agents will be in use.)